Broadcast News--Page 97 Leads

1. Now may be a good time to buy a house in Midcity. (12 words)

2. A Midcity native who became a popular soap opera star…has died. (12 words)

3. You’ve heard of children playing with matches…but how about a dog playing with matches? (15 words)
   OR
   The dog’s name isn’t Sparky…but it could be! (9 words)

4. Two men are now in custody in connection with last Friday’s bank robbery in Midcity that left two people dead and several more wounded. (24 words)
   OR
   Two men have been arrested and charged in connection with last week’s fatal bank robbery in Midcity. (17 words)

5. Midcity University has chosen its new president. (7 words)
   ###